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1

Executive summary

This document aims at describing the final stage of the deployment at the four
HOLISDER pilot sites, reporting update activities from M27 to M36 (December 2019September 2020). This deliverable was extended to M36 in parallel to the extension
of the whole project.
The engagement process in each pilot site has been updated in regards mainly of
users participating in new living labs and their feedback given on punctual visits by
the pilot partners hold from M27-M36, described in Section 3.
Section 4 reports the updates regarding the deployment process, including the
remaining installations that have been performed from M27 to M36 on the UK and
Finnish pilot sites. Although there were no deployment activities on the Greek and
Serbian Pilot Sites from M27-M36 because the deployment process was completed
before M27, some updates are reported on D6.4. Remarkably, in the case of the UK
pilot site, there is the inclusion of the KIWI office building as part of this pilot site
instead of the Marriott Grosvenor House Hotel as mentioned on section 1 from D2.3
[1], due to its willingness to participate in the project and easy control of their
assets; installations at the KIWI office building have also been executed and
finalised.
Following the contingency plans we created and depicted in D6.3, all the pending
delays on the deployment were overcome and solved from M27 to M36 taking into
account that the COVID-19 lockdown made some pushbacks to the buildings’
deployment schedule and impacted the whole project. There is more detailed
information on section 5.
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2

Introduction

2.1 Purpose of the document
This deliverable presents the final version of T6.2 regarding the system deployment
at pilot sites. It consists in the final installation of the HOLISDER system in the
different pilot sites, considering the installations already performed and documented
in D6.3 `Report on HOLISDER Framework Deployment at Pilot Sites First Version´
and the deployment plan delivered in task T2.3 ‘Ex-Ante Pilot Sites Surveys and
Deployment Planning’ [1].
This document aims at describing the installation process that took place from M27
to M36 (December 2019 - September 2020) in the four HOLISDER pilot sites,
including the updated timeline that each of them complied. As a key part of the
deployment, this deliverable also updates the pilot recruitment process, especially
regarding the living labs and punctual visits held on the four Pilot Sites. To
demonstrate the HOLISDER solution, equipment was deployed in the 10 buildings
that are part of the project (described in D2.3 ‘Ex-Ante Pilot Audits and Pilot
Deployment Plan’ and D2.4 ‘Pilot Sites Baseline Definition’).
2.2 Scope of the document
The final version of the system deployment (D6.4) is delivered on M36, coinciding
with the end of T6.2, which was extended in parallel to the whole project. This task
aims to partly achieve MS7. HOLISDER validation and evaluation, together with the
remaining tasks from WP6.
As aforementioned commented, D6.4 depends on D6.3 and T2.3, as well as the
overall HOLISDER ICT architecture (T2.4 ‘Architecture Design, Functional and
Technical Specifications, Communication interfaces and Protocols definition’), use
case definition (T2.1 ‘Elicitation of Stakeholders' Characteristics and Requirements’
[2]) and KPIs (T2.2 ‘Measurement & Verification Methodology and Key Performance
Indicators’).
All the tasks included in WP6 are interrelated to each other. This task is especially
dependent on Task 6.3 ‘Detailed Pilot Evaluation, Impact Assessment and CostBenefit Analysis Framework’ where validation scenarios are defined, and updated
Use Cases are linked to the pilot sites.
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2.3 Structure of the document
The structure of this deliverable is as follows:
Section 3 details, for every pilot site, the updated pilot engagement process in
relation to the engagement of users along the deployment.
Section 4 describes the updated deployment process that took place from M27 to
M36 in each of the pilot sites, including the updated timeline of the deployments
performed in each pilot site, and the installed equipment during that period.
The constraints that the deployment faced are explained in Section 5. Finally,
Section 0 and 7 include, respectively, the conclusions of the final version of the
deployment, and finally, the references.
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3

Updated pilot engagement process

Th engagement process at the pilot sites was reported in D6.3, including some living
labs that took place to raise awareness and inform the pilot users about the project.
This section reports the updates mainly regarding the updated engagement of users
in relation to the deployment, merged in part in new living labs and visits organised
from M27-M36 at the pilot sites.
3.1 Greece Pilot Site
The 3rd Living Lab Workshop for engagement and training in the pilot sites is planned
to be organized by the end of the Project.
3.2 United Kingdom Pilot Site
The first living lab took place in December 2018. This was a Workshop organised
with Ernest Dence residential estate and other estates residents to raise awareness
about testing Demand Response tools in their properties. Discussions around
attitudes to energy consumption, end-users’ suggestions to improve the User
Interface as well as testing different forms of incentives. In total, there were 20
residents, 4 council officers, 2 from service providers and 2 from Digital Engagement
provider.
The engagement effort required to encourage residential pilot sites to participate,
as well as the continued engagement effort required for them to maintain data
sharing and responding to implicit demand response signals, was significantly
greater than initially anticipated. This led to fewer residents participating in the
project and of those that signed up and installed devices not maintaining their
engagement and continuing to share data. This is despite the sophisticated initial
engagement campaign, financial inducements and continued varied engagement
and re—engagement activity.
3.3 Finland Pilot Site
Three living labs were organized in the Finnish Pilot Site before M27. Currently,
there is no planned living lab. Probably, the next workshop will be held after we
have received some preliminary results from the heating season, at earliest in
autumn 2020.
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3.4 Serbia Pilot Site
The second workshop is planned to be a training session for mobile application
usage, and to gather participant’s feedback of the service. It is planned to take place
at the end of September 2020 or beginning of October 2020 because building
owners and other managers postponed it until then, and due to the COVID-19
situation it will be online. There are 44 people invited to the workshop.

4

Updated HOLISDER Deployment Process

This section aims to report the updates regarding the deployment process, including
the installation that has been performed from M27 to M36 (December 2019September 2020). The description of the pilot sites was reported on D6.3 “Report
on HOLISDER Framework deployment at Pilot Sites First Version”. There is a new
description included in D6.4, which regards the KIWI office building (see Section
4.2.1). The HOLISDER installation was already completed before M27 in the Greek
and Serbian Pilot Site; regarding these pilot sites, this section reports slight updates.
The deployment tracking, shown on
Figure 1, has been updated with the last installation dates per building and
the new potential deadlines (the formal Gantt is in bright orange colour, the dates
that each task has been extended are in orange colour, and the likely extended
dates are in yellow colour).
The impact that the COVID pandemic has had on the pilot sites has been addressed
in detail on Section 5.
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4.1 Greece Pilot Site
4.1.1 Two Office Buildings: Artemidos and Marinou Antypa
The deployment, commissioning, and testing at the two Greek office buildings took
place in February 2019, and in April 2019 at the Artemidos building. Regarding the
Marinou Antypa building, the smart plugs were installed on the first floor in July
2019; The deployment, commissioning, and testing of equipment on the ground
floor of the Marinou Antypa building was in September 2019.
In Table 1, there is an updated of the general description of the several devices and
gateways that were deployed in each office building.
Pilot building
Available
devices
Marinou
Antypa

Artemidos

Variables

Existing

New

Deployed

Smart
plugs

PCs, Screens
and other
office Loads
consumption
and status

X

X

Actuators
for lights

Consumption
and status

X

X

Actuators
for HVAC
(smart
thermostat
s)

Status of
HVAC
(setpoint and
on/off)

Multisensor
devices

Indoor
temperature,
presence, and
luminance

Electric
clamp
meters

Lights and
loads
consumption

X

Gateway

Data
availability

1 year

Raspberry
(3
gateways
along the
building)

Since
10/2019
1 year

X
1 year

X

X

X

X

Raspberry
(2
gateways,
clams in 2
floors)

1 year

Table 1 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Greek office buildings

4.1.2 Residential dwellings (apartments)
The deployment, commissioning, and testing of equipment in apartments 2, 6, 7,
12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 22-24 finished in June 2019. The deployment and testing of
equipment in apartments 1, 5, 8, 11, 14 and 18 finished in July 2019.
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Pilot building
Available
devices
Smart plugs

Residential
apartments

Actuators for
lights
Actuators for
HVAC (smart
thermostats)
(in some
apartments
thermostats,
in rest of them
controllers)
Multisensor
devices

Electric clamp
meters

Variables

Existing

Appliances
(refrigerator,
tv),
consumption
and status
Consumption
and status
Status of
HVAC
(setpoint and
on/off)
Indoor
temperature,
presence,
and
luminance
Global
consumption
, light
consumption
, AC
consumption

Gateway

Data
availability

New

Deployed

X

X

1 year

X

X

Since
11/2019

X

X

1 year
Raspberry

X

X

1 year

X

X

1 year

Table 2 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Greek residential buildings

4.2 United Kingdom Pilot Site
4.2.1 Description of Kiwi Office building
The description of the other UK pilot sites remains the same and they were already
included in D6.3, therefore only the description of this new additional UK pilot
building has been added.
During the deployment process, the owner of the Kiwi Office building changed, and
we finally engaged the new owner to include this building in the project and start
installing equipment to test the HOLISDER solution.
The Kiwi offices are spread across several floors of the London Wall Building Office
complex. While Kiwi have occupied this building for several years not all of the
approximately 75 staff are based on the same floor. The third floor was the main
office with space for approximately 50 people, meeting rooms and break out areas.
The occupancy levels have fluctuated considerably in the last 7 months with the
addition of more staff and more office space Besides, the KIWI employees have
been working remotely for months. This situation seems that will be extended until
the new year 2021 due to the COVID situation (see more details on section 5). The
installation performed in this building is described in section 4.2.2.3.
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4.2.2 Deployment process
There is confirmation by the next buildings to participate in the process, complying
with the GDPR implications.
4.2.2.1

Moor house Office Building

In this building, the HOLISDER project can access to metering data thanks to the
metering deployment performed by the MOEEBIUS project. Given the additional
data requirements there may be a requirement for an upgrade to the latest
generation of Kiwi’s hardware. That was determined at the site survey conducted at
the end of 2019. There is access to yearly sub-metering electricity data (HH) plus
yearly data from main electricity fiscal meters. In six locations of the building, there
is data from temperature sensors, with some data gaps and inconsistencies. There
is also an outside temperature sensor. To retrieve this data each reading needs to
have a Fruit device attached to it.
Pilot building
Available devices Variables

Moor house

Existing New

Electric meters of
main loads (i.e.
chillers) and the
BMS

Consumption,
remote
control

X

X
(some
additional
devices
and
possibly
upgrades
will
be
required)

Temperature
sensors

Temperature

X

X

Deployed Gateway

Data
availability

X

FRUIT

1 year

X

Modbus
via FRUIT

1 year

Table 3 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Moor house offices

4.2.2.2

Ernest Dence residential building

In this building, a building level metering installation was completed for MOEEBIUS,
providing power readings for lighting & heating use cases. Additional per-residence
metering was due to be installed in residences on a rolling schedule from July 2019.
Unfortunately, the engagement and installation process has been very difficult,
despite extensive and varied methods. Only two apartment level sensors have been
installed before the COVID-19 lockdown prevented any further installations, and
since then one of these participants has ceased to share data with us. These
installations just monitor electricity consumption.
In addition to the apartment level monitoring, electricity consumption monitoring
devices have been installed on each of the main electricity incomers for the three
buildings (Aylmer House, Gifford House, and Jennings House) that make up the
Ernest Dence Estate.
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Pilot building
Available
devices

Ernest
Dence

Variables

Existing

New

Deployed

Electric meters in
some apartments

Consumption

X

Electric meters in
heating system's
circulation pumps

Consumption

X

X
(upgrades
will be
required)

X

Electric meters in
main electricity
incomer

Consumption

X

X

X

Gateway

X

Data
availability
1 year

Glowstick
and
FRUIT

1 year

1 year

Table 4 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Ernest Dence building

4.2.2.3
Kiwi Office building
The installation on this building took more than 1 year and a half to be complete
(from January 2019 to July 2020) due to changes in the building’s owner and the
COVID-19 lockdown where teleworking among staff took place. Electrical
consumption meters (Fruit) were installed during June-July 2020. In addition to this,
7 meters have been installed to record indoor and outdoor temperature, humidity,
luminescence and also the office occupancy rate. They are set up in the following
configuration:
Temperature Measurement x 7 Locations (6 Indoor, 1 outdoor)
Relative Humidity Measurement x 7 Locations (6 Indoor, 1 Outdoor)
Dew Point Measurement x 7 Locations (6 Indoor, 1 Outdoor)
Occupancy x 3 Locations (PIR Active/Inactive) (3 indoor)
Luminescence Measurement x 4 Locations (3 Indoor, 1 outdoor)
Pilot building

Kiwi Office
Building

Available
devices

Variables

Electric meters

Electricity
consumption

ISN-201-E
Ambient Light,
Temperature And
Humidity Sensor
Module

Light,
Temperature
and Humidity

PIR-230-E Motion,
Temperature, And
Humidity Sensor

Occupancy,
temperature,
and humidity

Existing

New

X

Deployed

Gateway

Data
availability

X

FRUIT

2 years

X

X

FRUIT

9 months

X

X

FRUIT

9 months

Table 5 General description of deployed devices at the KIWI Office building
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4.3 Finland Pilot Site
In the Finnish pilot site, there are some updates of the deployment process in
respect with the reported on D6.3. They consist in the following updated remarks:
•
•

•

Measurement of pressure differences of AHU’s air filters (TK321 at
Itälahdenkatu 22A)
The deployment at the Finnish office building and the Willa commercial center
was delayed until the beginning of 2020 due to the fact that the wireless
sensor supplier was nearly out of stock and the partial deployment in both
buildings were not found as cost-effective when only a couple of devices were
available. Also, the COVID-19 lockdown made some pushbacks to the
buildings’ deployment schedule (see more details on section 5). In Willa
commercial center, the wireless sensors were installed in March and the
electric frequency meter later in April 2020. The equipment installations at
the office building were carried out in May and June 2020.
The equipment installations at Väinö Auerin katu 13 residential building were
completed in November 2019.

Table 6, Table 8 and Table 10 have been updated reporting updated indoor air
conditions and adding a new row including information about the recently installed
electric frequency meters. Also, we have added some information about the sensors’
and electric frequency meters’ measurement data availability.
4.3.1 Willa Commercial Center - Kauppakeskus Willa
•
•
•
•

As mentioned before, the majority of the installation at the Willa Commercial
Center took place at the beginning of 2020.
The wireless sensors were installed in March 2020 and the electric frequency
meter later in April 2020.
Regarding Table 13 from D6.3, the electric frequency meter was installed in
the technical room instead of the main distribution room. The updated
deployed HOLISDER equipment is depicted in Table 7.
Measurement data of electric frequency meter and sensors is downloadable
from the building automation system.

Table 6 shows the update information regarding the electric frequency meter and
indoor conditions of the existing equipment in the Willa Commercial Center:
Pilot building

WILLA
shopping
mall

Available
devices
Electric
meter
District
Heating
meter

Variables

Existing

New

Deployed

Gateway

Data
availability

Global
consumption

X

X

1,5 year

Global
consumption

X

X

1,5 year

JACE

(control)

X

X

-

Electric
frequency
meter

Grid
frequency

X

3 months

X
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Indoor
conditions

Temperature,
humidity,
CO2, CO,
PM,
illuminance

X

PV meter

Production

X

X

X

1,5 year

X

1,5 year

Table 6 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Finnish commercial center

The updated changes on the deployed equipment at this building by HOLISDER is
highlighted in black. The KPI codes can be found in section 5 from D2.2 [3]
Area/Building

Zone

KPI

P
Parking Hall

Sensors

Location

Model

Cost (€)

1 Gateway

Technical
Room

JACE

-

P

DRF-1, DRF-2

1 Electric
frequency
meter

Technical
Room

Entes MPR34S-11-72

233,55

G

COM-1, COM2, COM-3,
COM-6, ENV-1

1 Occupancy
sensor

Hall

Connected
Airwits CO2

123,00

G

COM-1, COM2, COM-3,
COM-6, ENV-4

1 Occupancy
sensor

Hall

Connected
Airwits PM

123,00

Ground Floor

Table 7 Updated HOLISDER installed devices at Willa Commercial Center

4.3.2 Residential apartments- Väinö Auerin Katu, 13
•
•

•

The equipment installations at Väinö Auerin katu 13 residential building were
completed in November 2019.
Regarding Table 14 from D6.3, the electric frequency meter was installed in
the technical room instead of the main distribution room. The model of this
meter was a Carlo Gavazzi WM40 96 3V 5A LK C PAN R2 S1 and cost 566,26€.
The updated deployed HOLISDER equipment is depicted in Table 9.
Measurement data of electric frequency meter and sensors is downloadable
from the building automation system.

Table 8 shows the update information regarding the electric frequency meter and
indoor conditions of the existing equipment in the residential buildings.
Pilot building
Väinö
Auerin katu
13
Residential
Building

Available
devices
Electric
meter
District
Heating
meter
Electric
frequency
meter
Indoor
conditions

Variables

Existing

New

Deployed

Gateway

Data
availability

Global
consumption

X

X

1,5 year

Global
consumption

X

X

1,5 year

X

X

3 months

X

X

0,5 year

Grid
frequency
Temperature,
humidity,

X
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CO2, TVOC,
illuminance

Table 8 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Finnish residential
buildings

Area/Building

Zone

KPI

G

Sensors

Location

Model

Cost (€)

1 Motion
Sensor

Sauna, locker
room

Connected
Detectify

73,00

G

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
Sensor

Sauna

Connected
Airwits CO2

123,00

G

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
Sensor

Club Room

Connected
Airwits CO2

123,00

1

DRF-1, DRF-2

1 Electric
frequency
meter

Technical
Room

Carlo Gavazzi
WM40 96 3V
5A LK C PAN
R2 S1

566,26

1

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
Sensor

A4

HK
Instruments
CDT-MOD2000-1R-rH-D

145,30

1

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
Sensor

C49

HK
Instruments
CDT-MOD2000-1R-rH-D

145,30

1

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-4

1 Occupancy
Sensor

Laundry
Room

Connected
Airwits TVOC

123,00

4

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
Sensor

A19

4

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
Sensor

C70

Ground Floor

1st Floor

4th Floor

HK
Instruments
CDT-MOD2000-1R-rH-D
HK
Instruments
CDT-MOD2000-1R-rH-D

145,30

145,30

Table 9 Updated HOLISDER installed devices at Väinö Auerin Katu 13 residential buildings

4.3.3 Office building - Itälahdenkatu 22 A
•
•

The equipment installation (see Table 11) was carried out in May and June
2020.
Regarding Table 15 from D6.3, the electric frequency meter was installed in
the technical room instead of the main distribution room. The updated
deployed HOLISDER equipment is depicted in Table 11.
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•

Measurement data of electric frequency meter and sensors is downloadable
from the building automation system.

Table 10 shows the update information regarding the electric frequency meter and
indoor conditions of the existing equipment in the office buildings.
Pilot building
Available
devices
Electric
meter
District
Heating
meter
Itälahdenkatu
Office
building

Variables

Existing

New

Deployed

Gateway

Data
availability

Global
consumption

X

X

1,5 year

Global
consumption

X

X

1,5 year

JACE

(control)

X

X

-

Electric
frequency
meter

Grid frequency

X

X

1 month

Indoor
conditions

Temperature,
humidity, CO2,
CO,
illuminance

X

X

X

1,5 year

PV meter

Production

X

X

1,5 year

Table 10 Updated general description of deployed devices at the Finnish office buildings

Area/Building

Zone

KPI

B
Basement

Sensors

Location

Model

Cost (€)

1 Gateway

Technical
Room

JACE

-

B

DRF-1, DRF-2

1 Electric
frequency
meter

Technical
Room

Entes MPR-34S-1172

233,55

Ground Floor

G

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
sensor

D110

Connected Airwits
CO2

123,00

1st Floor

1

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
sensor

A212

Connected Airwits
CO2

123,00

2nd Floor

2

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
sensor

C313

Connected Airwits
CO2

123,00

3rd Floor

3

COM-1, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-6,
ENV-1

1 Occupancy
sensor

B429

Connected Airwits
CO2

123,00

4th Floor

4

ENE-2, DRF-1,
DRF-2, DRF-8

1 Electric meter

TK321 TF01

Carlo Gavazzi
EM24DINAV93XISX

243,65
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4

ENE-2, DRF-1,
DRF-2, DRF-8

1 Electric meter

TK321 PF01

Carlo Gavazzi
EM24DINAV93XISX

243,65

Table 11 Updated HOLISDER installed devices at Itälahdenkatu 22A office buildings

4.4 Serbia Pilot Site
The whole deployment process at the Serbian Pilot Site was totally completed before
M27 and it was reported on D6.3 “Report on HOLISDER Framework deployment at
Pilot Sites First Version”. There are no further updates regarding this pilot site, apart
from the new functionalities developed in the mobile application for the Belgrade
residential apartments.
Monitoring requirements have been defined according to the definition of Use Case
1.1. Real time consumption Monitoring and Visualization of Energy, Sensor and
Device Data as described in HOLISDER D2.1: “End-user & Business Requirements”
[2]. Following first workshop under living lab activities, defined KPI’s and experience
from previous projects, specific requirements were defined and accordingly web
portal and mobile applications are developed to include defined functionalities.
Besides the installed equipment and the tools developed in the project, there was a
need to implement a mobile and web apps at the Serbian pilot site to be used
specifically by the tenants of the Serbian buildings, and that is the reason why the
apps are in Serbian language. These apps were reported on D5.5 [4] but they have
been further improved, and their update have been included in this deliverable.
4.4.1 HOLISDER Mobile application
The mobile application offers direct insight on comfort parameters & energy
consumption in apartments. Specifically, comfort parameters such as temperature,
humidity, electricity consumption, and heating for the whole apartment. Data is
collected directly from the equipment at the apartments. It provides the user with
statistics for energy consumption, both for electricity and heating, for the selected
period, as well as a comparison between different selected time periods.
Moreover, this mobile application grants insight on the present status of electrical
appliances. It also allows direct control over electrical appliances, and heating
equipment. Moreover, it provides tips, instructions, and information to users that
are relevant to the user in that moment, or in general. Users can choose to receive
notifications and alarms on important events, even when they are not in the app.
As it can be seen on Figure 2, the main page of the app shows the outdoor
temperature, three electrical tariffs (illustrated in a circle) and the desired
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temperature of the room. Blue notification on the bottom shows energy related tips.
The figure on the right is the weather forecast screen.

Figure 2 Application main page

Figure 3 shows screens for on/off control of the air conditioning, boiler and heating
system, respectively, of the whole apartment. On the last screen, blue notification
on the bottom right shows information to the user describing what causes the
hissing sound of thermostatic valve.

Figure 3 Screens for the control of the air condition, boiler and heating system

Figure 4 illustrates on the left screen the overview for three controls and humidity
in the apartment. On the right screen, there are settings with general information
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about the apartment, where the user can choose which information, warnings and
advices to receive them as notifications to receive.

Figure 4 Overview screen for the control of some assets, like humidity. General
information and election of notifications

Figure 5 shows the list of advices (left screen), and warnings (right screen) for
unusual high electrical consumption.

Figure 5 Advices and warnings for unusual high electrical consumption.

Figure 6 depicts the statistics screens on the left showing a red line of total
consumption of different devices (yellow line boiler, green air condition, blue other
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appliances). Right screen shows consumption with high (day) and low (night 00-08
AM) electrical tariffs

Figure 6 Statistics screens showing information about consumption and electrical tariffs

4.4.2 HOLISDER Web application
The web application is as an administrative tool for registering new users, delegating
roles, adding, and removing sensors. An administrator uses web application to set
automatic notification schedule. It provides the administrator with a direct insight
in summary energy consumption in consumer apartments, as well as comfort
parameters - temperature, humidity, electricity consumption, and heating for all
apartments. Data is collected directly from equipment in the apartments. It provides
statistics for energy consumption, both for electricity and heating, for selected
period, as well as comparison between different selected time periods.
Users receive tips, instructions, and information relevant to their comfort and
energy consumption. The web application is used as an managing tool for both web
and mobile applications and registering new users.
Figure 9 regards the main web dashboard for the Serbian apartments. The first row
of information includes outdoor and indoor temperature, humidity, electrical
consumption, tariff, on/off states of appliances (A/C, heating, or boiler). The bottom
part of the screen includes advices and notification windows.
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Figure 7 Main dashboard of the Web App for Serbian apartments.

Figure 8 is an example of the electrical consumption overview for: boiler (blue line),
A/C (red line), rest of apartment (green line), total consumption (lighter blue).

Figure 8 Electrical consumption overview.
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Figure 9 is the main administration screen allowing user activation, authorization,
password reset, deactivation of end user and apartment administration

Figure 9 Main administration screen

5

Lessons learnt from the HOLISDER deployment

This section depicts the difficulties regarding the final phase of the deployment
process, as well as the description of the installations that suffered delays (specially
in Finland and UK).
5.1 Greek Pilot Site
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there have been important delays related to the
pilot roll-out and demonstration of the HOLISDER solution in the office and
residential Greek buildings, but they have already restarted once the lockdown was
over. The support to the pilot site end users during of the COVID-19 outbreak was
weak, mainly because it was difficult to do so remotely.
5.2 UK Pilot Site
The HOLISDER project experienced some delays with the UK Pilot site installations
at both the commercial and residential sites for a number of reasons. As the data
from these sites is owned by the asset owner (either the resident or the commercial
site manager), it can take some time for the appropriate consent to be confirmed
in writing. In the case of the commercial sites, there was a delay while the manager
with the appropriate authority was identified, informed of the project and its aims,
had time to review the document and then sign them. This was the case with all the
pilot sites and has meant that the number of commercial sites available for the
HOLISDER project has been reduced to Moor House and the Kiwi Office. The
consent from commercial sites was further complicated by the sensitivities of client
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use of electricity e.g. trading companies. In both these cases, the relationships with
the pilot sites (Kiwi Power client managers for commercial sites and the local
authority teams for residential sites) was essential in expediting this process.
The installation at the Kiwi Power office building was also delayed as the
building’s owner changed, and the process was frozen until the new owner was
incorporated to the company. In addition, the office space used by Kiwi Power was
set to move to another part of the building between February and April 2020. The
decision to install additional monitoring equipment was therefore delayed until this
move had taken place. Due to COVID-19 lockdown, the Kiwi workforce has been
working from home since March 2020, and it is probably they will remain working
remotely at least until the beginning of 2021. The virus is still active and increasing
across the UK mainland with further localized lockdowns occurring, therefore it is
not wise for the Kiwi Employees to return to the London office in the near term.
Unfortunately, this will have repercussions on the data collection to test HOLISDER
KPIs.
The Ernest Dence residential installations required 3rd party sub-contractors to
both supply the devices (Hilldebrand) and manage the installation process
(Groundworks). This led to some delay as the specification for the installation
needed further refinement before it could take place and often these changes to
specifications require the involvement of multiple project partners. Therefore, any
future installations should identify the requirements for third party sub-contractors
as early as possible.
The engagement effort required to encourage residential pilot sites to participate,
as well as the continued engagement effort required for them to maintain data
sharing and responding to implicit demand response signals was significantly
greater than initially anticipated. This led to fewer residents participating in the
project and of those that signed up and installed devices not maintaining their
engagement and continuing to share data. This is despite and sophisticated initial
engagement campaign, financial inducements and continued varied engagement
and re—engagement activity.
Finally, the other potential buildings to include in the project (The Marriott Regents
Park Hotel and the Tom Smith Close Estate) were severely affected by the COVID19 lockdown and they could not be engaged in the project since the facilities teams’
efforts became focused on cleaning and maintenance procedures, working under
critical conditions.
5.3 Finnish Pilot Site
As commented on section 4.3, the deployment at the Finnish office building and the
Willa commercial center was delayed until the beginning of 2020 due to the fact
that the wireless sensor supplier was nearly out of stock and the partial deployment
in both buildings were not found as cost-effective when only a couple of devices
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were available. Also, the COVID-19 made some pushbacks to the buildings’
deployment schedule. In Willa commercial center, the wireless sensors were
installed in March and the electric frequency meter later in April 2020. The
equipment installations at the office building were carried out in May and June 2020.
5.4 Serbian Pilot Site
The new situation due to COVID-19 will influence the results in the Serbian pilot site
since for instance, the Danilo Kis primary school was closed for pupils since midMarch 2020, and it is partially opened (not full capacity) from September 2020, with
A/C totally forbidden. If it stays untill winter we will certainly see more reduction in
electrical bills (not so many classes during afternoon hours, no extracurriculum
activities etc.)
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6

Conclusions

The continuous engagement of end-users from M27-M36 in relation to the
deployment took part in the most cases in the new living labs organised at the pilot
sites, but there were also punctual visits where end users gave feedback about the
deployment.
Although the COVID-19 lockdown impacted the deployment schedule in some pilot
sites, the remaining installations from the UK pilot site and the Finnish pilot site,
that were delayed before M27, were finally performed during 2020. The KIWI office
building was finally included in the project and therefore, the deployment of new
devices was installed in this new building.
Nevertheless, as stated on the lessons learnt of this second stage of the deployment,
the COVID-19 lockdown disturbed the normal use of the majority of buildings and
it will influence the results of some pilot sites, such as the case of the Danilo Kis
primary school in Serbia.
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